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The Foundation’s mission is to create
housing solutions so adults with developmental disabilities have a supportive
place to live and their families have
peace of mind knowing that their loved
ones are living in a and caring safe
environment.

As parents,
Lisa and Lori
worried what
would happen
to Harrison
and Gabby
when they can
no longer care
for them. To
address their
concerns,
they created the Hope for Autism
Foundation!

The Hope for Autism Foundation was
founded in 2009 by sisters, Lisa
Follmer-Gagnon and Lori Kinjorski who
both have children with autism. Lisa’s
son Harrison was diagnosed at the
young age of 2 and Lori’s daughter
Gabby was diagnosed at age 5.
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Building a place to
call home for
individuals with
autism and other
developmental
disabilities

We foresee the need to
provide many different types
of housing to meet the diverse
needs of adults with autism
and other developmental
disabilities.

Today, however, there are few housing options to choose from for adults
with developmental disabilities. With
one in five children now being diagnosed with autism, the need for
housing is growing each day.

By raising funds for transitional
housing, the Hope for Autism
Foundation’s goal is to provide
supportive housing where highfunctioning adults with developmental disabilities can live meaningful
lives and feel comfortable doing so.

In addition to single homes,
we envision a campus, like the
one pictured, which would
offer short-term and longterm housing, small and large
group homes and independent
living options as well.

Our vision is to provide safe and supportive housing and teach our residents the life
skills they need to live semi-independently, such as housekeeping, bill paying, finding a
job, obtaining transportation
and other skills that maximize
their independence.

Caring for a child with autism or
another developmental disability is a
lifelong commitment. As these
children age, support services, such
as housing, become crucial.
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